










medication individuals are used to as they have a small range of medicines to choose from as their 
population is so small. 

4)Camera 

5)Pictures from home 

What are the 10 most important things you would tell another student who is going to your host 
facility/agency: 

1)Take advantage of the trips planned through the student association for international students 
 

2) Take extra cosmetics such as shampoo/conditioner and even sunscreen as cosmetics are so 
expensive in New Zealand. For example, cover up from Clinique make up which costs roughly $30 
in Canada cost me $95 in New Zealand. 

3) Take an umbrella everywhere as it can be sunny one minute and pouring rain the next! 

4) Know what to do in the event of an earthquake! (trust me they happen often there) 

5) Check the expiration date of food on the shelves (sometimes items have been expired for over a 
month!) 

6) Get a hop on/hop off bus pass 

7) Do not tip the hospitality industry at all! (people just get angry or confused when you try tipping) 

8) Do not send any food back at restaurants. This is something that you would not figure out as a 
tourist in New Zealand, however this is really frowned upon by New Zealanders. 

9) Try and travel with a friend 

10) Take a magic jack telephone to hook up to the internet (there are no long distance fees to call 
home with a magic jack) 

What was the most rewarding 
part of your study abroad 
experience? 

Learning about the culture in New Zealand and meeting people 
from all over the world. 

What was the greatest 
challenge you faced during 
your experience abroad? 

Not giving up and coming home at times. 

As a result of your study 
abroad experience, how has 
your perspective changed? 

Always remain open-minded to new ideas/ways of thinking. 

What else do you want to say 
about your study abroad 
experience?   

I would recommend going on exchange to anybody! It is an 
amazing experience 

 

 




